Software-Defined Satellite Networking (SDSN) has emerged as a new paradigm that offers the programmability required to dynamically manage a satellite network. However, the characteristics of SDSN bring several important issues to be solved in the routing scheme. First, interface protocols of the controller incur nonnegligible overhead, which affects the general traffic. Second, more than one controller is required to ensure the reliability of SDSN, which means that they should cooperate with each other to realize the routing function. Third, how to make full use of the advantage of SDSN's centralized management for routing algorithm is worth studying. In this paper, we first propose an SDSN architecture to realize flexible centralized management. Based on this architecture, Intelligent Quality of Service (QoS) Routing scheme is proposed and evaluated. Intelligent QoS Routing (IQR) scheme is composed of overhead balancing strategy, controller cooperation strategy, and IQR algorithm. Overhead balancing strategy effectively reduces the impact of overhead on general traffic, which improves the performance of IQR algorithm. Controller cooperation strategy adopts the ensemble Support Vector Regression (SVR) from artificial intelligence tools to enhance the consistency of different controllers' network views under low frequency situation, which will provide a more accurate reference for IQR algorithm and other management strategies. IQR algorithm takes full advantage of SDSN's centralized control and rich data to offer fine-grained QoS guarantee intelligently. Simulation results show that IQR scheme achieves better overhead balancing performance, more effective controller cooperation, and better QoS guarantee compared with the existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Satellite networks can provide network services anywhere and anytime due to the advantage of global coverage, making it an ideal component for the next-generation Internet. However, current and emerging network applications become increasingly complex, which brings an urgent demand for effective and flexible management in satellite networks. Therefore, in order to solve these problems in satellite networks, people turn their attention to Software-Defined Networking (SDN). Many studies [1] - [5] have explored the benefits of Software-Defined Satellite Networking (SDSN) and designed its architecture. Moreover, some people [6] - [10] have carried out in-depth researches on the specific technical problems of SDSN. However, to the best of our knowledge, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xijun Wang. only a few papers have been found investigating the routing problems in SDSN.
The characteristics of SDSN bring several important issues to be solved in the routing scheme. First, just as will be described in Section III, northbound interface protocol, southbound interface protocol, and west-east interface protocol in SDSN generate information that needs to be exchanged between different nodes. These overheads have different priorities. Some of them have the lower priority, but a larger amount than general traffic at certain time and in certain congested links. Therefore, special routing design for these overheads should be carried out to avoid the impact on general traffic. Second, more than one controller is required to ensure the reliability of SDSN, which means that they should cooperate with each other to establish the global network view. The global network view is an important reference not only for routing algorithm, but also for other VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ management strategies. Third, how to make best use of the SDSN's centralized management for routing algorithm is worth studying. In this paper, we first propose an SDSN architecture to fulfil fine-grained control. Based on this architecture, we design the Intelligent Quality of Service (QoS) Routing scheme, which is composed of overhead balancing strategy, controller cooperation strategy, and Intelligent QoS Routing (IQR) algorithm. Overhead balancing strategy effectively reduces the impact of overhead on general traffic, which improves the performance of IQR algorithm. Controller cooperation strategy adopts the ensemble Support Vector Regression (SVR) from artificial intelligence tools to enhance the consistency of different controllers' network views under low frequency situation, which provides a more accurate reference for IQR algorithm and other management strategies. The IQR algorithm discovers QoS routing paths intelligently with the help of SDSN's centralized control and rich data. Simulation results show that IQR scheme achieves better overhead balancing performance, more effective controller cooperation, and better QoS guarantee compared with the existing methods. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work on SDSN, routing schemes and congestion avoidance strategies for ordinary satellite networks, applications of machine learning in networks. Section III describes the SDSN architecture and the IQR scheme. Next, two key parts of the proposed routing scheme are elaborated, overhead balancing strategy in Section IV and controller cooperation strategy in Section V, respectively. Section VI provides a detailed description of IQR algorithm. In Section VII the effectiveness of IQR scheme is demonstrated on our simulation platform. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper and presents the future work.
II. RELATED WORK A. SDSN
SDSN is a new paradigm that offers a significant promise to effective and flexible centralized management. Some pioneering researches have been found in the literature. Authors in [1] , [2] obtain the following conclusion after in-depth investigations: SDN has great advantages in network integration and can reduce the satellite's on-board processing cost as well as the whole satellite network cost. Authors in [3] , [4] investigate the advantages of using SDN to introduce network programmability and virtualization to satellite networks. They conclude that SDN will take a central place in future satellite networks. Authors in [5] design an architecture for SDSN and testify the advantages of it. In addition to the above research, some studies focus on the specific technical problems encountered when SDN is applied to satellite networks. Authors in [6] propose the multi-strategy flow table management method, which can reduce the flow table size and the flow loss ratio during handover. Authors in [7] devise the seamless handover mechanism, which shows significant improvement over the existing handover mechanisms in terms of handover latency, throughput, and quality of experience. Authors in [8] propose the multipath Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) over SDSN framework, and prove that their strategy significantly improves throughput performance and prevents the transmission interruption during handover. Authors in [9] propose the multipath TCP and its related algorithms. Authors in [10] work out two heuristic routing algorithms to guarantee the QoS requirement in SDSN.
The above work has demonstrated the feasibility and some detailed problems of SDSN. We can see that there are only a few studies on routing for SDSN. Even though paper [10] is a relatively high-quality article we can find in this area, it doesn't solve the problems of controller cooperation and overhead generated by interface protocols. Neither does it take full advantage of SDSN's centralized control. Our article focuses on the routing scheme of SDSN and works out solutions to the aforementioned problems.
B. ROUTING SCHEMES FOR ORDINARY SATELLITE NETWORKS
There have been a great number of routing schemes for ordinary satellite networks and they can be divided into two categories: single-layered routing schemes and multi-layered routing schemes.
The former category is designed for satellite networks with only one layer. This category can be divided into two types. The first type shields the high dynamic topology of satellite networks using Virtual Topology (VT) method [11] or Virtual Node (VN) method [12] . VT method makes full use of the periodic and predictable variation of satellite constellation. It divides the constellation period into several time slots. During each slot the topology is assumed to be static and therefore routing tables for each slot can be calculated and stored in advance. Network nodes only need to update the corresponding routing tables when the slot changes. While this method is simple and practical, it requires large storage and has weak fault tolerance. In VN method, the surface of the earth is divided into a number of logical regions and each region represents one virtual node. Each virtual node is bound to one physical satellite and such correspondence will not change until a physical satellite flies out of and another one flies into the logical region. Network state information of each virtual node is transferred from the former physical satellite to the successor when the correspondence changes. In this way, the VN method produces an invariant topology and the topology information can be pre-computed for each physical satellite. This method does not incur any additional overhead because there is no exchange of topology information between physical satellites. However, it is because of the lack of topology information exchange that the performance of the VN method is dramatically degraded when a satellite or link fails.
The second type of the former category keeps the high dynamic topology of satellite networks and calculates a routing path based on the real-time network state. The most representative routing scheme of this type is Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [13] . In DSR, the source node broadcasts routing requests to other nodes when the communication is initiated. Whenever the destination node receives a routing request, it will reply a message along the same path, which is saved as a candidate routing path. Finally, the source node chooses the best routing path from all the candidate ones and stores it in the header of each packet. As the routing calculation happens only once, DSR has low computation overhead. The major drawback of DSR is that it brings communication overhead for establishing the candidate routing paths and cannot deal with the change of the routing path's status in time. In addition, the routing path occupies the limited space of the packet header, which impacts the transmission efficiency.
The latter category is designed for satellite networks with hierarchical structure, which can also be divided into two types. In the first type, the higher layer is only responsible for network management while the lower layer for data transmission. In the second type, all the layers share responsibility for data transmission. The proposal in [14] is the oldest one regarding the multi-layered satellite networks and designs both two types of the latter category. In this paper, the satellite network is composed of a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) layer and a Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) layer. For the first type, MEO satellites build the global routing tables and distribute them to LEO satellites, which is proved to achieve faster convergence of routing information. For the second type, the traffic which experiences large hop counts is transferred via the MEO layer. In this way, the hop-count is reduced so that queuing and computational delays can be decreased.
The above routing schemes are designed for ordinary satellite networks and cannot be directly applied to SDSN. Consequently, we propose a new routing scheme for SDSN in this paper and takes full advantage of SDSN's centralized control and rich data to offer fine-grained QoS guarantee intelligently.
C. CONGESTION AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES FOR ORDINARY SATELLITE NETWORKS
The existing congestion avoidance strategies can also be divided into two categories: distributed strategies and centralized strategies. The first category uses the network state of adjacent nodes to avoid congestion, which are mainly used for single-layered satellite networks. Datagram Routing Algorithm (DRA) [15] is a classical distributed strategy that realizes congestion avoidance. In DRA, each packet has two possible directions to go and is sent to the secondary direction if congestion on the primary direction occurs. The second category utilize the global network state to avoid congestion, which are mainly used for multi-layered satellite networks. Long et al. [16] choose MEO satellites as the group leaders and LEO satellites as the group members. Each group leader can master the status of its group members and adopts heuristic algorithms to provide better service in end-to-end delay, package loss, and congestion avoidance. Nishiyama et al. [17] base on global network capacity estimation and congestion rate in each layer to achieve optimized traffic distribution.
Although many congestion avoidance strategies have been proposed for multi-layered satellite networks, they either lack theoretical proof or are too idealistic to be practical. Herein we propose a simple and practical congestion avoidance strategy for overhead balancing and establish the theoretical model of link parameters.
D. APPLICATIONS OF MACHINE LEARNING IN NETWORKS
Machine learning is one of the most promising artificial intelligence tools which have been used in wireless sensor networks [18] , next-generation wireless networks [19] , and SDN [20] . At present, although no article has been found to apply machine learning to SDSN, we think the idea in [21] is a good reference for applying machine learning to controller cooperation strategy. Authors in [21] propose an ensemble implementation of SVR for the problem of target localization in wireless sensor networks. The ensemble SVR is a prediction technique that divides the training data set into subsets, builds sub predictors for each subset, and combines the sub predictors with proper weights for the final estimation. They prove that a well-organized collection of sub predictors yields a more accurate and robust result when compared with conventional SVR predictors. They conclude that this method does not suffer from problems arising from large data and communication limitation. We think this method is very suitable for controller cooperation strategy because it also needs to consider the large data and communication limitation. Therefore, we adjust and improve the method to make it available for controller cooperation strategy.
III. SYSTEM MODEL A. SDSN ARCHITECTURE
Many proposed SDSN architectures rely on only one controller to manage the whole network. However, as SDSN is a large-scale network, this single-controller approach has several limitations. First, latencies between the controller and some switches are not acceptable, which affects the communication performance. Second, the resources of a single controller are limited, which results in poor scalability. Third, only one controller can lead to low tolerance for failure. To address these problems, authors in [5] , [22] place several controllers in Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) that work cooperatively to manage the whole network. Nonetheless, the multi-controller approach introduces the controller placement problem: how many controllers are needed, and where should they be deployed? In our previous work [23] , we have designed a multi-controller SDSN architecture and solved this problem. Hence, we adopt the same architecture in this paper. 
1) SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE
As shown in Fig.1 , the architecture contains three planes: management plane, control plane and data plane. These three planes are divided based on function rather than location.
Management plane is the combination of the classical SDN management plane and the classical SDN application plane. The classical SDN application plane interacts with the control plane through northbound interface protocol. It obtains the network view from the control plane and submits the network behavior it requests to the control plane. The classical SDN management plane interacts with application plane, control plane and data plane. It is responsible for the static configuration of these three planes. By combining the classical SDN management plane and the classical SDN application plane, protocols and interfaces can be reduced, thus simplifying the SDSN architecture. The new management plane runs in the management center and the function of it can be divided into two parts. One part is network performance monitoring, which provides the network status for the management staff. Depending on the network status as well as the users' need, the management staff make strategies for network management or applications such as routing, security, accounting, QoS, resource management, and so on. The other part is network setting, which can not only submit the request of network management or applications to the control plane in a programmable way, but also realize the static setting of the whole network, such as controller configuration in the control plane, and network element setup in the data plane.
Control plane plays a central role in the whole network. The entity in control plane includes several controllers. The location of controllers is not limited to a certain orbit layer. They can be deployed in LEO, MEO, GEO or on earth. The number and placement of controllers are decided by our previously proposed controller placement strategy [23] . The function of the control plane can also be divided into two parts. One part is collecting network status and sending them to the management plane. The other part is controlling the data plane according to network status as well as the network setting from the management plane.
Data plane is the basic element of the whole network. The entity contains LEO, MEO, or GEO switches. The function of this plane is to deal with data according to network configurations and the forwarding rules from the control plane, which greatly reduces the calculation burden of each switch and improves the working speed. Service objects for this plane include satellites, aircrafts, ships, unmanned aerial vehicles, airships, handheld devices, etc.
2) INTERFACE PROTOCOLS
The protocol used between the control plane and the management plane is called the northbound interface protocol, between the control plane and the data plane is known as the southbound interface protocol, and between controllers is described as west-east interface protocol.
The northbound interface protocol is used for network performance monitoring and network setting. Just like that in other interface protocols, the overheads generated by the northbound interface protocol have different priorities. For example, the overhead for static setting of the whole network has the highest priority, while the overhead for network performance monitoring has lower priority than general traffic. However, sometimes the overhead for network performance monitoring has a larger amount than general traffic in certain congested links, which means that the overhead has affected the general traffic. In the early testing, we found that they accounted for up to 61.9% of the congested link at some time.
Domain division, local network view formation and data forwarding are three classical applications of the southbound interface protocol. Domain division partitions the switches into various domains and each domain is assigned only one controller. First, each switch sends Handshake messages to the controllers within a specified range at a specified time frequency. Second, whenever a controller receives the Handshake message, it returns a Feedback message to the source switch. The Feedback message contains information of latency and controller capacity. Third, each switch selects an optimal controller according to the information in the Feedback messages. In this way, switches are divided into different domains and each domain is assigned by one controller at any time. If a controller breaks down, switches in that domain will be reassigned to other controllers. If the latency between a controller and a switch exceeds the maximum allowed delay, reassignment will also happen. Local network view formation works as the following steps. First, each switch sends Hello message to its corresponding controller at a specified time frequency or when its status changes. The Hello message contains information of network resource, computing resource, and storage resource. Second, the controller builds up its local network view with the received Hello messages. Data forwarding works as illustrated in Fig.2 . When a new data flow arrives at switch 1, the switch checks its flow table. If there exists an entry that matches the data flow, switch 1 will forward the data flow according to that entry. If switch 1 cannot find a matching entry, it will send a Packet_in message to the controller to ask for instruction. Controller 1 computes the flow table for this data flow using its routing strategy and installs the flow table into the switches within its domain, i.e. switch 1 and 2, by sending the Flow_mod messages. After that, the data flow can be correctly forwarded to switch 3. When the data flow arrives at switch 3, the above process happens again as the data flow is also new in controller domain 2. The Handshake message, Feedback message, Hello message, Packet_in message, and Flow_mod message mentioned above are overheads from the southbound interface protocol.
The classical application of west-east interface protocol is global network view formation for multiple controllers. Each controller exchanges its local network view with other controllers at a certain frequency. With the local network views from other controllers, each controller builds up the global network view for itself. If the frequency is high enough, there will be a high consistency between controllers, but this will generate a lot of overheads. This case is called strong consistency [24] . If the frequency is reduced or the controller cooperation information is simplified, the overheads will also be reduced, but the global network views in different controllers may be inconsistent. This case is called weak consistency, which affects some network applications such as the traffic load balancing [25] .
B. IQR SCHEME IQR scheme contains overhead balancing strategy, controller cooperation strategy, and IQR algorithm. We introduce the working mechanism of IQR scheme through Fig.3 .
Overhead balancing strategy belongs to the distributed strategy, which runs at the nodes (overhead balancing engine) in the control plane and data plane. Each node can quickly select the best next hop for overhead without the guidance of the controller. For the overheads with the lower priority than general traffic, overhead balancing strategy mitigates their impact based on the real-time status of the current and neighboring nodes and the predicted status of follow-up nodes, which finally improves the performance of IQR algorithm. For the other overheads, overhead balancing strategy adopts the shortest path first algorithm to ensure their priority. Controller cooperation strategy runs at the controllers (controller cooperation engine), which is designed to achieve a good balance between consistency and overhead. It adopts the ensemble SVR from artificial intelligence tools to enhance the consistency of network views in different controllers while keeping the overheads stay at a relatively low level. This means that controller cooperation strategy can provide a more accurate reference for IQR algorithm and other management strategies without affecting the general traffic.
IQR algorithm belongs to the centralized strategy and runs at the controllers (IQR engine). It takes full advantage of SDSN's centralized and flexible control to offer fine-grained QoS guarantee intelligently. With the help of the network view in each controller, IQR algorithm can integrate various factors such as traffic prediction, traffic engineering, rerouting, etc. to provide more detailed services within each controller domain.
IV. OVERHEAD BALANCING STRATEGY
In overhead balancing strategy, each node does not need to obtain the global network status, it is just based on the realtime status of the current and neighboring nodes and the predicted status of follow-up nodes to choose the optimal next hop for overheads with different priorities. The realtime status and the predicted status are reflected in innerlayer and inter-layer link indexes. The next hop with the smallest index is the optimal. Inner-layer and inter-layer link indexes mainly consider the delay and congestion. For low priority overhead, congestion has a greater weight coefficient in order to reduce the impact on general traffic. Overhead balancing strategy has three advantages. First, through the comprehensive consideration of delay and congestion, it can help achieve a good distribution of overheads. Second, it is a distributed strategy, which is simple and practical for multilayered satellite networks. Third, it is theoretically proved that these two indexes have the longer edge priority, which is helpful for quick routing when the real-time statuses are the same. 
A. INNER-LAYER LINK INDEX
This index takes into account the inner-layer link delay and congestion of the current hop, neighboring hop and follow-up nodes. It is expressed as follows:
where β i denotes the weight coefficient, d c the link delay of the current hop, d n the link delay of the neighboring hop, d f the link delay of the follow-up hops, u c the link utilization of the current hop, u n the link utilization of the neighboring hop, u f the link congestion probability of the follow-up hops.
The definition of InLLI is explained through the example in Fig.4 . If the source S c and the destination S d is in the same layer, a region will be partitioned so that all the candidate shortest paths are included in it (see Fig.4 (a)). N 1 and N 2 are the neighboring nodes for S c . R 1 and R 2 are the follow-up nodes for N 1 , while R 2 and R 3 are for N 2 . It should be noted that if S c and S d are in different layers (see Fig.4 (b)), we use S c and S d to confine this region, where S d is nearest to S c and within the communication range of S d . In this case, R 1 , R 2 and S d are the follow-up nodes for N 1 , while R 2 , R 3 and S d are for N 2 .
The delay and link utilization of e 1 to e 6 are easy to get. As for the delay of follow-up nodes, the total number of hops per path is the same, so we could use the average inner-layer link delay d avg and the average inter-layer link delay d avg to calculate it. As for the congestion probability of follow-up nodes, we adopt 2-D Markov chain from our previous work [26] to calculate it. For the follow-up nodes that are an m × n mesh (see Fig.5 ), the state transition from (1, 1) to (m, n) is only allowed to the right or upper state. We assume that the congestion probability of all links is equally p c . For states on the right and the top sides of the mesh, they have only one direction towards (m, n). We call them single-link states. The transition probability to the next state is p 1 = 1−p c , and to stay unchanged is p 2 = p c . We call other states except (m, n) the double-link states, where the transition probability to upper or right state is the same, i.e. p 3 = 1 − p 2 c /2 , and to stay unchanged is p 4 = p 2 c . Obviously, the state transition from (1, 1) to (m, n) may experience at least one of the single-link states. Once any single-link state is reached, subsequent states are determined. Assume a transition from (1, 1) to (m, n) first reaches the top side at (m, n − 1), then the preceding state must be (m − 1, n − 1). The transition probability for this case can be calculated as:
is the total number of shortest paths from
(1, 1) to (m − 1, n − 1).
InLLI (S c (e 1 )) = β 1 d (e 1 ) + β 2 (d (e 3 ) + d (e 4 )) + β 3 (m 1 + n 1 + m 2 + n 2 − 4) d avg + β 4 u (e 1 ) + β 5 (u (e 3 ) + u (e 4 )) + β 6 2 − P (1,1)(m 1 ,n 1 ) − P (1,1)(m 2 ,n 2 )
InLLI (S c (e 1 )) = β 1 d (e 1 ) + β 2 (d (e 3 ) + d (e 4 )) + β 3 (m 1 + n 1 + m 2 + n 2 − 4) d avg + d avg + β 4 u (e 1 ) + β 5 (u (e 3 ) + u (e 4 )) + β 6 2 − P (1,1)(m 1 ,n 1 ) − P (1,1)(m 2 ,n 2 ) + p c (5) By using the same calculation at other states on the top and right sides, we can obtain the total probability of transition from (1, 1) to (m, n) (See Eq. (3), as shown at the bottom of previous page).
Finally, the congestion probability of m × n mesh is 1−P (1,1)(m,n) . Assuming R 1 is m 1 ×n 1 mesh and R 2 is m 2 ×n 2 mesh, InLLI for the upper link of S c in Fig.4(a) is as shown in Eq. (4), as shown at the bottom of previous page, while InLLI for the upper link of S c in Fig.4(b) is as shown in Eq. (5) , as shown at the bottom of previous page.
B. INTER-LAYER LINK INDEX
This index considers the inter-layer link delay and congestion of the current hop, neighboring hop and follow-up nodes, which is expressed as follows: (6) where δ i denotes the weight coefficient, d c the inter-layer link delay of the current hop, d n the inner-layer link delay of the neighboring hop, d f the inner-layer link delay of the followup hops, u c the inter-layer link utilization of the current hop, u n the inner-layer link utilization of the neighboring hop, u f the inner-layer congestion probability of the follow-up hops.
The definition of ItLLI is explained through the example in Fig.6 . It should be noted that if S c and S d are in different layers (see Fig.6(a) ), we use S c and S d to confine the candidate shortest paths region, where S c is nearest to S d and within the communication range of S c . R 1 and R 2 form the follow-up nodes for S c . If S c and S d are in the same layers (see Fig.6(b) ), we use S c and S d to confine the region, where S d is nearest to S c and within the communication range of S d . In this case, R 1 , R 2 and S d form the follow-up nodes for S c .
Assuming R 1 is m 1 ×n 1 mesh and R 2 is m 2 ×n 2 mesh, ItLLI for S c in Fig.6 (a) is given in Eq. (7) , as shown at the bottom of this page, while ItLLI for S c in Fig.6(b) is given in Eq. (8) as shown at the bottom of this page.
C. LONGER SIDE PRIORITY
For a m × n mesh, packet transmission along the longer side may have better congestion avoiding performance, which is expressed as P (1,1)(m,n−1) > P (1, 1) 
The theoretical proof is included in the appendix. Through this characteristic, we can easily know that in the case of Fig.4 , P (R 3 ) = P (R 2 ) > P (R 1 ), while in the case of Fig.6 , P (R 2 ) > P (R 1 ).
V. CONTROLLER COOPERATION STRATEGY
As mentioned above, weak consistency method reduces the communication overhead by simplifying the controller cooperation information or reducing the frequency. With the help of ensemble SVR, controller cooperation strategy uses the limited information from low frequency situations to predict the changes of network views, so as to get stronger consistency. Another advantage of ensemble SVR is that the size of each training problem is smaller than that of the overall training problem, i.e. only a smaller set of data needs to be processed by each controller, which reduces the calculation and storage pressure of the controller. In this section, we will begin with a brief introduction of SVR. Then we describe how to ensemble SVR for controller cooperation in detail.
A. INTRODUCTION OF SVR
SVR algorithm is inspired by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) in machine learning. The advantages of SVR include: linear/nonlinear regression, low generalization error, easy interpretation, and low computational complexity.
Given the training data set D = {(x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x m , y m )} where y i ∈ R, we suppose that we can tolerate a maximum deviation of ε between f (x i ) and y i . Consequently, the SVR problem can be expressed as:
where C is the regularization constant, and ε denotes the εinsensitive loss:
InLLI (S c (e 1 )) = δ 1 d (e 1 ) + δ 2 (d (e 2 ) + d (e 3 )) + δ 3 (m 1 + n 1 + m 2 + n 2 − 4) d avg + δ 4 u (e 1 ) + δ 5 ((u (e 2 ) + u (e 3 ))) + δ 6 2 − P (1,1)(m 1 ,n 1 ) − P (1,1)(m 2 ,n 2 )
InLLI (S c (e 1 )) = δ 1 d (e 1 ) + δ 2 (d (e 2 ) + d (e 3 )) + δ 3 (m 1 + n 1 + m 2 + n 2 − 4) × d avg + d avg + δ 4 u (e 1 ) + δ 5 ((u (e 2 ) + u (e 3 ))) + δ 6 2 − P (1,1)(m 1 ,n 1 ) − P (1,1)(m 2 ,n 2 ) + p c Using slack variables ξ i andξ i , the SVR problem can be equivalently written as:
Introducing the Lagrange multiplier µ i ≥ 0,μ i ≥ 0, α i ≥ 0,α i ≥ 0, we can get the Lagrange function of Eq.(11):
L ω, b, α,α, ξ,ξ , µ,μ
Let L ω, b, α,α, ξ,ξ , µ,μ 's partial derivative to ω, b, ξ i andξ i be zero, we can get:
We also apply the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition as following:
Combining Eq. (12) to Eq.(14) leads to the following equivalent dual problem in terms of the kernel matrix κ x i , x j :
For new input data x (not to be confused with training data x i ), the output can be predicted by:
B. ENSEMBLE SVR FOR CONTROLLER COOPERATION
Assuming that there are n controllers, the overall training data of one controller can be expressed as D = {D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D n }, where D i denotes the learning data set from the ith controller. Then, the ensemble predictor f (x) is formed by the combination of sub-predictors f i (x):
where λ i indicates the position-dependent weight. In our case, controller domain which is close to the native one has greater influence. Thus, if the sub-predictor of a controller domain far from the native one, its prediction accuracy will decrease. In order to consider this characteristic, we choose normalized position-dependent weight so that the sub-predictor from the nearer controller domain is weighted more:
where N denotes the order number of the native controller domain, l i represents the average distance between the i-th controller domain and the native one. Let us define l i as:
where s i denotes the switch number of the i-th controller domain, and h j indicates the minimum-hop number from the j-th switch to the native controller. In order to see the advantage of ensemble predictor, we compare the prediction error of the overall-learning-set predictor f D (x) and the ensemble predictor f (x). The prediction error of the overall-learning-set predictor for each new input is:
The expectation of f D (x) can be expressed:
Therefore, combining Eq. (20) and Eq. (21) we can derive that:
Thus, the prediction error ε (x) of the ensemble predictor is no bigger than the prediction error ε D (x) of the overalllearning-set predictor for each new input.
Next, we describe in detail how ensemble SVR is used to form dynamic global network views. The global network view of a controller is composed of its own local network view (let us name it native local network view) and the local network views from other controllers (let us name them foreign local network views). The main idea is that each controller gets the dynamic native local network view through ensemble SVR and broadcasts it to other controllers, the dynamic native and foreign local network views make up the dynamic global network views. A dynamic native local network view is composed of the network state at a certain time and its change function, which is the training objective of ensemble SVR. The specific working steps are as follows: Firstly, each controller sends the changes of the native local network view to the adjacent controllers. The changes refer to the sequences of values vary with time. This is because we think that the network states of adjacent controller domains are related to each other and we want to use them as sub training sets. The native local network view along with its changes will form a native sub training set, while the native local network view along with the changes of one foreign local network view will form a foreign sub training set. We present an example to illustrate the composition of the sub training set. As will be described in Section VI, the available bandwidth b, packet loss rate p, delay d and their changes are the inputs for IQR algorithm. Assuming controller m is adjacent to controller n, and they have i and j links within their domains, the sub training set of controller m for the changes of controller n can be expressed as D mn = . . . , b mi , p mi , d mi ,ḃ nj ,ṗ nj ,ḋ nj , where b mi , p mi , and d mi refer to the available bandwidth, packet loss rate, and delay respectively of the ith link within the mth controller domain,ḃ nj ,ṗ nj , andḋ nj refer to the changes of the available bandwidth, packet loss rate, and delay of the jth link within the nth controller domain. When m = n the sub training set is the native one, otherwise it is the foreign one. Secondly, each controller trains its sub training sets to get the change functions of native and foreign local network views. Thirdly, each controller sends the change functions of foreign local network views to the corresponding controller. Fourthly, each controller combines the change functions together using normalized position-dependent weights. Fifthly, each controller sends the ensemble predictors and the native local network view to other controllers.
VI. IQR ALGORITHM
In this section, we develop IQR algorithm to select QoS routing paths intelligently with the help of SDSN's centralized control and rich data. We first define the QoS metric for providing service differentiation. The QoS metric is based on a more precise link cost model by means of machine learning methods and takes various factors such as traffic engineering, rerouting, etc. into account. Then, we propose the IQR algorithm which is based on traffic prediction and overcomes the shortcomings of existing routing algorithms. Finally, we calculate the complexity of IQR algorithm.
A. QOS METRIC
Referring to [10] , we define four QoS classes, namely QoS = {qos 1 , qos 2 , qos 3 , qos 4 }. qos 1 identifies the data flow that needs high bandwidth, low packet loss rate, short delay and low jitter. This kind of traffic may be sent by the users in government or military, applications such as video conference, and tenants that have paid much to the operators. qos 2 identifies the data flow that has the stringent requirements of delay and delay jitter but needs only low bandwidth. This kind of traffic usually comes from real-time services such as Voice over IP (VoIP), instruction applications, realtime signal applications, and point-of-sale applications. qos 3 identifies the traffic that needs high bandwidth whereas can undergo high delay and delay jitter. This kind of traffic includes video services, large file transmission, and database querying. qos 4 identifies the best-effort traffic. This kind of traffic has no specific QoS constraints, such as web browsing and E-mail services.
Then we define the QoS weight factor:
where q m1 denotes the weight factor of available bandwidth for qos m , q m2 denotes the weight factor of packet loss rate for qos m , q m3 denotes the weight factor of link delay for qos m , q m4 denotes the weight factor of delay jitter for qos m . We suppose that there are n hops in a candidate routing path, then the available bandwidth vector of the path is defined as B = {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , . . . , b n }, and P = {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p n } as the packet loss rate vector, Delay = {d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , . . . , d n } as the link delay vector, R = {r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , . . . , r n } as the rerouting probability vector. The available bandwidth is expressed as:
Similarly, the packet loss rate is expressed as:
and the link delay is expressed as:
where λ is a coefficient to balance the initial value and the range The rerouting probability is expressed as:
where T ISL n means the lifetime of the nth ISL. These above parameters can be obtained directly from the dynamic global network view. The time varying property of satellite network is reflected in rerouting probability, which does not need to be processed like traditional satellite network routing methods.
Because B, Delay, P and R have different units, we should normalize them. B is normalized as:
As for p n , d n , and r n , we hope that the larger the parameters, the smaller the normalized parameters, so they are expressed as: p n * = 1/p n − min 1/P max 1/P − min 1/P (29) d n * = 1/d n − min 1/Delay max 1/Delay − min 1/Delay (30) 
Finally, we can get the decision vector of the candidate routing path for different QoS classes:
Many existing routing algorithms focus on choosing a proper path for the current traffic flows with different QoS. However, these methods may result in current low-priority traffic occupying the bandwidth of subsequent high-priority traffic. For example, these algorithms may allocate too much bandwidth of several links for the traffic flows that have lower priority to request for bandwidth. This is relatively unfair for the traffic flows that have higher priority and the same need on these links, but request for bandwidth late. To handle this problem, we propose IQR algorithm to share bandwidth among the current and upcoming traffic flows with different QoS.
Algorithm 1 outlines the procedures of the IQR algorithm. The inputs of IQR algorithm include the network topology G, set of new traffic flows NTF at time t, set of upcoming traffic flows UTF during the max communication duration of NTF, as well as the maximum iteration number m_iter. Upcoming traffic flows UTF can be obtained using the ensemble SVR described in Section V. As there are four QoS classes, NTF and UTF is expressed as NTF = (NT F 1 , NT F 2 , NT F 3 , NT F 4 ) and UTF = (UT F 1 , UT F 2 , UT F 3 , UT F 4 ). The outputs are routing paths for NTF.
Step 1 computes the decision vectors for NTF and UTF. Using these vectors Step 2 can calculate the shortest paths using Dijkstra's algorithm.
Step 3 divides the maximum communication duration of NTF into n segments according to the starting and ending time of all the traffic flows. As shown in Fig.7 , there are four new traffic flows at time t and four upcoming traffic flows during the max communication duration max T c . And the duration is divided into twelve segments. Step 4 to 7 check all the nodes of and get the set of overflow nodes . The main loop is from Step 8 to Step 21. If the set of overflow nodes is null, the algorithm will stop (Step 9) and output the current routing paths . In Step 10 the set of overflow nodes and their links are removed from the topology. Then the routing paths are recomputed from lower QoS class to higher QoS class (Step 11 to 21). In the same QoS class, the routing paths for the upcoming traffic flows are first recomputed (Step 12 to 14). Step If new is smaller than the original set , new will replace and the recomputed routing paths new will replace the original paths ( Step 20) . After that, the routing paths for the current traffic flows are recomputed (Step 21).
C. COMPLEXITY
Assuming that there are totally N traffic flows. The complexity of computing the initial shortest paths is O (N (|E| + |V | · log |V |)), which comes from Dijkstra's algorithm in Step 3. The complexity of iterations is not greater than O (m_iter · N (|E| + |V | log · |V |)). Therefore, the complexity of IQR algorithm is not greater than O ((m_iter + 1) · N (|E| + |V | log · |V |)).
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the IQR scheme by simulations. Simulations are carried out by EXATA 5.3 as well as STK 10 on Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-7200U CPU at 2.50-GHz with 8-GB memory. We make use of STK 10 to establish physical layer for SDSN and EXATA 5.3 to set up upper layers. In the following, we will describe in detail the simulation settings and present the simulation results.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS 1) TRAFFIC MODELS
The goal of SDSN is to provide the broadband global information services. Here we build up the approximate traffic models of these services, including Internet traffic model, Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) transmission traffic model, Automatic Identification System (AIS) transmission traffic model, and Remote Sensing (RS) transmission traffic model.
Internet traffic is modeled based on real Internet usage [27] . As shown in Fig.8(a) , the Earth's surface is divided into 288 areas. The number of each area represents the number of Internet users, which is divided by 10 6 . For every 10 6 Internet users, the traffic flow is 1 Mbps. The traffic flow is set to 1 Mbps if the Internet user number is less than 10 6 but larger than 0.5 × 10 6 . Note that the Internet traffic flow of each area changes during a day. There exists a diurnal pattern that more traffic is produced during the daytime. Therefore, Internet traffic flow is scaled with the local time in each area using the following function:
Each area is attached to the nearest satellite, and the Internet traffic flow of each satellite node are the sum of the attached areas' flows. Let IT F i be the Internet traffic flow of the ith area, and let IT F ij denote the Internet traffic flow going from the ith area to the jth area. IT F ij is positively correlated to IT F i and IT F j , and negatively correlated to the ball distance between the ith area to the jth area, which is denoted as l ij . IT F ij is computed as:
ADS-B transmission traffic is modeled based on the data received by the ADS-B receiver on board the main satellite of the Tiantuo-3 constellation. Like the Internet traffic, ADS-B transmission traffic also divide the Earth's surface into 288 areas. As in Fig.8(b) , the number of each area represents the aircraft count in a year, which is divided by 
where c adsb (λ, ϕ, t) is the aircraft count located at longitude λ and latitude ϕ at time t, n adsb is the aircraft number of corresponding area. In order to get c adsb (λ, ϕ, t), we introduce the ideal aircraft distribution model d adsb (λ, ϕ, t).
Let us assume that the expected speed of the aircraft can be estimated as a function of the distance between the two airports such that the greater the distance, the higher the expected average aircraft velocity. From a global fight plan database containing world-wide airports we can know the departing time and the destination of each aircraft. Hence d adsb (λ, ϕ, t) can be calculated using above assumption and database. The relationship between c adsb (λ, ϕ, t) and d adsb (λ, ϕ, t) is:
where α adsb is the corrective coefficient. Combining Eq.(35) and Eq.(36), we can derive c adsb (λ, ϕ, t). Finally, ADS-B transmission traffic flow ADTF of an area at time t can be computed using the following function:
where s adsb is the size of an ADS-B message, f adsb is the frequency of ADS-B transmitter, p adsb is the detection probability of ADS-B receiver on board Tiantuo-3. Each area is attached to the nearest satellite. Let GDP i be the Gross Domestic Product of the ith area, ADT F i be the ADS-B transmission traffic flow of the ith area, and ADT F ij denote the ADS-B transmission flow going from the ith area to the jth area. Then ADT F ij is computed as:
AIS transmission traffic is modeled based on the data received by the AIS receiver on board the main satellite of the Tiantuo-3 constellation. As in Fig.8(c) , the number of each area represents the ship count in a year, which is divided by 10 3 . Just like that of ADS-B transmission traffic, the relationship between time and ship number of corresponding area can be expressed as follows:
λ,ϕ,t c ais (λ, ϕ, t) = n ais (39) where c ais (λ, ϕ, t) is the ship count located at longitude λ and latitude ϕ at time t, n ais is the ship number of corresponding area in Fig.8(c) . In order to get the function c ais (λ, ϕ, t), we also introduce the ideal ship distribution model d ais (λ, ϕ, t). We assume that the expected speed of the ship can be estimated as the average speed of a sea area. From a global shipping plan database containing world-wide harbors we can know the departing time and the destination of each ship. Hence d ais (λ, ϕ, t) can be calculated using above assumption and database. The relationship between c ais (λ, ϕ, t) and d ais (λ, ϕ, t) is:
where α ais is the corrective coefficient. Combining Eq.(39) and Eq.(40), we can derive c ais (λ, ϕ, t). Finally, AIS transmission traffic flow AITF of an area at time t can be computed using the following function:
where s ais is the size of an AIS message, f ais is the frequency of AIS transmitter, p ais is the detection probability of AIS receiver on board Tiantuo-3. Each area is attached to the nearest satellite. Let AIT F i be the AIS transmission traffic flow of the ith area, and AIT F ij denote the AIS transmission going from the ith area to the jth area. AIT F ij is computed as:
RS transmission traffic is modeled based on world-wide commercial RS satellites. As the orbit parameters and resolution of each RS satellite can be found online, the data amount generated by a RS satellite at any time can be calculated. It can be assumed that the destination of a RS satellite' traffic is the country that owns these satellites.
According to [28] , 17% of Internet traffic belongs to qos 1 , 2% belongs to qos 2 , 72% belongs to qos 3 , 9% belongs to qos 4 . Besides, ADS-B transmission traffic, and AIS transmission traffic belong to qos 2 as they are mainly used for real-time location service. RS transmission traffic belongs to qos 3 as it demands high throughput and can undergo large delay and delay jitter.
2) OTHER SETTINGS
We first evaluate overhead balancing strategy by observing the performance of SERvICE [10] , DCPP and SCPP from [23] before and after the introduction of this strategy. Then we evaluate controller cooperation strategy by comparing it with the common weak consistency strategy in SER-vICE, DCPP and SCPP. Finally, we compare IQR algorithm with the original routing algorithm in SERvICE. We can see that we need to build three kinds of SDSN architectures for our simulation. In order to reduce the workload, we build them based on the same topology. The difference between them is the number and location of controllers. Now let us introduce the design of topology. As Iridium [29] is the first operational LEO system with ISLs, we choose its topology for the LEO switches. Since the ICO constellation [30] is a commercial system already in use, its orbit layout is relatively reasonable for our MEO switches. We deploy three GEO satellites as they can provide a global coverage. The controller can be deployed on any of these nodes. As the running cycle of the SDSN topology is the least common multiple of the three layers' period, DCPP and SCPP replace the altitude of Iridium topology with 895.5 km in order to make running cycle of the SDSN topology equal to 24 hours. To reduce the workload, we use the same SDSN topology here. As described in Section IV, OBS helps achieve a good distribution of overheads, which improves the routing performance. Therefore, we first observe the change of throughput to test if OBS can effectively avoid congestion, and then watch the change of delay to see whether OBS can improve routing performance. Fig.9(a) shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the proportion of overhead in congested links in the simulated one-year time. We can see that in SERvICE, DCPP and SCPP the proportion decreases after introducing OBS, which proves that OBS can effectively reduce the impact of overhead on congested links. Moreover, no matter before or after the introduction of OBS, the proportion in DCPP is the highest. This is because DCPP dynamically adjusts the position and number of controllers, resulting in additional overhead. Besides, no matter before or after the introduction of OBS, the proportion in SERvICE is the lowest. This is because SERvICE has the least number of controllers. Fig.9(b) shows the CDF of total throughput of general traffic. We can see that the total throughputs of SERvICE, DCPP and SCPP increase after introducing OBS, which means that OBS improves the performance of IQR algorithm by effectively reducing the impact of overhead on general traffic. Moreover, the total throughput of DCPP increases much more than that of SERvICE or SCPP. Before the introduction of OBS, the total throughput of DCPP is higher than 3000 Mbps for 58%. After that, this value accounts for 69%, which increases by 11%. The increase for SCPP is 10%, while that for SERvICE is 3%. As DCPP has more controllers and more dynamic conditions, this reflects that the OBS works better when the overhead is large.
From Fig.9 (c) we can see that the delays of SERvICE, DCPP and SCPP reduce after introducing OBS. This is because OBS reduces the queuing delay through effectively preventing the conflicts between general traffic and overhead. Furthermore, the delay of DCPP reduces more than that of SERvICE or SCPP, which implies that the OBS is more effective in the case of large overhead.
2) PERFORMANCE OF CONTROLLER COOPERATION STRATEGY (CCS)
As described in Section V, CCS enhances consistency in weak consistency method, which improves routing performance by making global network views more accurate. Therefore, we observe the change of delay, delay jitter, packet loss ratio, and total throughput to comprehensively evaluate CCS.
From Fig.10 we can see that network performance such as delay, delay jitter, packet loss ratio and total throughput are all improved. In addition, the improvement effect of CCS on DCPP and SCPP is more obvious than that of SERvICE. This is because all the controllers of SERvICE are all deployed in GEO, making its global network views relatively stable with little difference.
3) PERFORMANCE OF IQR ALGORITHM
As described in Section VI, IQR algorithm can not only offer better QoS services, but also share bandwidth among the current and upcoming traffic flows well. Therefore, we observe the change of delay, delay jitter, packet loss ratio, and total throughput to comprehensively evaluate IQR algorithm.
As shown in Fig.11 (a) and Fig.11(b) , traffic flows of class B have the smallest delay and delay jitter because it has the most stringent requirements of delay and delay jitter. Class A takes second place owing to it high requirements for all indicators. Class C has the largest delay and delay jitter as a result of the heavy load condition brought by its greater bandwidth requirement. It is worth noting that IQR algorithm reduces the delay and delay jitter in all the QoS classes comparing with the original routing algorithm in SERvICE.
As shown in Fig.11(c) , the packet loss ratio from traffic flows of class A to class D is gradually increased. This trend is consistent with that of the packet loss coefficient for the four traffic flow classes. In addition, IQR algorithm reduces the packet loss ratio in all the QoS classes comparing with the original routing algorithm in SERvICE.
As shown in Fig.11(d) , we can see that the total throughput of the original routing algorithm in SERvICE is in a range of 2930 to 3480 Mbps, while that of IQR algorithm is in a wide range of 3090 to 3950 Mbps. The growth in total throughput is very significant, which implies that the IQR algorithm can reasonably allocate the bandwidth among the current and upcoming traffic flows.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Existing SDSN routing schemes suffer from high overhead generated by interface protocols, controller cooperation problem, and low utilization of the advantage of centralized management. This paper proposes Intelligent QoS Routing (IQR) scheme to solve these problems. To mitigates the impact of high overhead, overhead balancing strategy in IQR scheme adopts inter-layer and inner-layer link index to actively avoid congestion and improve routing performance. To enhance consistency in current weak consistency method, controller cooperation strategy introduces ensemble SVR to establish a more reliable global network view. To take full advantage of SDSN's flexible control and rich data, IQR algorithm takes various factors such as traffic prediction, traffic engineering, rerouting, etc. into account, and build a more precise link cost model by means of machine learning methods. The fact that IQR scheme achieves better overhead balancing performance, more effective controller cooperation, and better QoS guarantee is evident in simulation results compared with the existing methods.
Future work will include improving the ensemble SVR to increase accuracy and stability. Furthermore, we intend to build a high-quality hardware-in-the-loop simulation platform to further verify our scheme. Last but not the least, as many new satellite networks are emerging such as StarLink and OneWeb, we would like to verify that our approach can be applied to larger and more complex satellite networks. APPENDIX Property 1: P (1,1)(m,n) = P (1,1)(n,m) . Property 2: P (1,1)(m,n) = p 3 P (1,1)(m,n−1) + p 3 P (1,1)(m−1,n) . Proof: Base step: When 2 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ 2, i.e. i = j = 2, P (1,1)(2,2) = 2p 1 p 3 > p 2 1 = P (1,1)(1,3) . Inductive step: Assume that when 2 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ k, P (1,1)(i,j) > P (1,1)(j−1,i+1) . Then we have P (1,1)(k+1,2) > P (1,1)(1,k+2) and P (1,1)(k,3) > P (1,1)(2,k+1) . According to property 1 and 2, it follows that P (1,1)(k+1,3) = p 3 P (1,1)(k,3) + p 3 P (1,1)(k+1,2) . Therefore, combing the above formulas, we can obtain P (1,1)(k+1, 3) > p 3 P (1,1)(2,k+1) + p 3 P (1,1)(1,k+2) = P (1,1)(2,k+2) .
By similar deduction, we can get: P (1,1)(k+1,4) > P (1,1)(3,k+2) , P (1,1)(k+1,5) > P (1,1)(4,k+2) , . . .
Until P (1,1)(k+1,k) > P (1,1)(k−1,k+2) , which means that P (1,1)(i,j) > P (1,1)(j−1,i+1) also holds for 2 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ k + 1.
Therefore, by mathematical induction, the formula P (1,1)(i,j) > P (1,1)(j−1,i+1) holds for all k ≥ 2.
Let n = i + 1 and m = j, then we have P (1,1)(m,n−1) > P (1,1)(m−1,n) (2 ≤ m < n). QUAN 
